
 

Strategic planning needed for DSTV programming

I was completely gutted by DSTV programming over the December holidays. Firstly, the amount of repetitive TV series,
programmes, movies, documentaries etc we (my daughter and I) were exposed to was not kosher.
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I know some time ago there were some complaints about how DSTV repeats almost everything, and I thought that would
change, it didn't, and instead it's getting scary worse and becoming intolerable.

For starters, December is a month wherein most people who do not go on holiday, stay at home to catch up on lost time to
watch movies, documentaries, TV series or whatever they like. Unfortunately, it's a time when most popular TV series go on
production break as well, and that's where DSTV strategic planning and thinking needs to be implemented, to make the
holidays exciting and worth watching and staying home for.

During this past December period DSTV introduced a few new TV mini-series and some normal TV series on some
channels - but, we experienced a lot of slacking from the DSTV programming side, especially Catch Up. There was a mini-
series which was introduced on itv-choice channel called 'Dancing on the Edge' and it was available on DSTV Catch Up as
well.

Since we prefer catching-up to avoid long commercial breaks during this period, we decided to forgo watching it on the
day. To our disappointment, we waited a week for episode 4 to be available on Catch Up (not 24 hrs). Even when episode 4
was loaded (just a few days ago) there was a Universal Channel movie called 'all good things' erroneously loaded under the
episode 4 of 'Dancing on the Edge' (rolling my eyes right now!)! Needless to mention that I was miffed and ranting about
how DSTV Catch Up seemed to have also gone on a "production break" as well. Frankly, I am expecting a rebate from the
subscription fee I am paying for this sloppiness... shaking my head!
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December period for DSTV should be carefully planned if they want viewers to enjoy good programming. Don't get me
wrong, I am in no way complaining about the quality of programming, if there's anything DSTV is getting right, is exactly
that. December should be a time wherein we are entertained with new programmes, movies, documentaries (kind of like
taking a break from repetition!!) and some of the mini-series that we have never seen before on DSTV like 'Dancing on the
Edge', 'You're the Worst' or 'Ties that bind' which have 6-12 episodes per series or only ran for one season. There are
many series that were aired in the US or Britain and were canned after one season, some of which won Emmy's. So, I
figure December would be a great time to replace those series which are on production break with such.

DSTV could also relook into how viewers could be treated to a preview or snapshots of Golden Globes nominees (TV film,
movies, new series etc), prior to them being streamed live. Watching the Golden Globes was torture because I could not
relate to any of the movies, TV series, films I have not seen, except for a few, and I mean very few. Probably if we saw
some, we'd appreciate the talent rewarded for their skill. Some of these series or movies are available already, it shouldn't
be too much to purchase, not all, but just enough programmes for us to enjoy good, quality programming in December and
give us a break from all the repeats we are subjected to. Probably, this would make us look forward to December and really
want to take our smartcard or decoder with on holiday for FOMO's sake!

I am certain that DSTV knows when most series go on production break. Loading at least all or a few episodes of people's
favorite series on Catch Up during the December also so that at least those who did not have time to catch up, do so, would
also be better. Instead we were greeted with 'production break notices' and not offering us an alternative, instead bringing
back series like 'Stalker' back on prime channel, when it was showing on another channel a few months ago, this repeat
really does not justify my exorbitant subscription fee at all. #DSTVRepeatsMustFall

I know there are issues of rights, contracts and all the legal due diligence DSTV has to finalise and, and, and. I just hope
that how programming is handled by DSTV at the moment - yep... the boring and uninspiring repeats - are informed by
insights gathered from research which I assume is consistently conducted with focus groups, to inform programming and
other things as well. If this is not happening, then I guess that explains a lot.

I am so not feeling every moment right now.
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